
ithin much of modern Western society,
the complimentary agendas of humanist

reform and social emancipation begun in
the 1960s  are colliding with the forces of

increasing corporatism, economic globaliza-
tion and mass culture.2 This collision is taking place in
an increasingly challenging demographic climate, where
public and private organizations are competing for ever
scarcer, high-quality human resources.  Western military
forces are caught in the midst of this ‘revolution in
social affairs’ as much as they are implicated in the
Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA), but it is becoming
clear that their strategies for dealing with the former are
far less developed than those applied to the latter.  In
many major Western defence publications, post-Cold
War angst over budget and force reductions is gradually
but inexorably being supplanted by the belated realiza-
tion that the most significant peacetime threat to mili-
taries may not issue from over-zealous governments
seeking to capitalize on the ‘peace dividend’, but instead
from the increasing instability in the quantity and social
characteristics of the available manning base.

There is little argument among defence profession-
als that people constitute the essence of the military
endeavour in terms of the skills, values and ideals they
bring to the organization.  The RMA is often defined in
very mechanistic or technological terms:

A major change in the nature of warfare brought
about by advances in military technology which

... [has] the potential to fundamentally alter the
character and conduct of military operations.3

However, Toffler’s assertion that true revolutions in
military organizations are quite rare and reflect funda-
mental shifts in the organizing principles of societies4 is
particularly very compelling when one considers that
the central technological ‘enabler’ of the RMA — the
ability to collect, analyze and disseminate vast quanti-
ties of data, virtually instantaneously, through computer
networks — is less military and more fundamentally
social (communicative) in nature.

From this standpoint, the accepted RMA definition
suggests several key questions pertinent to the human
resource debate.  Do changes in the social and cultural
makeup of military personnel have the potential to funda-
mentally alter the character and conduct of military oper-
ations? How might the changing demographic and social
environment be affecting the military’s ability to attract
and retain high quality people?  How do potential recruits
of today differ from those of the past?  What do these dif-
ferences imply with respect to the needs of the Canadian
Forces?  Finally, with reference to the forces of mass cul-
ture and Western economic expectations, what can armed
forces do to present themselves as competitive and attrac-
tive alternatives to more conventional career streams?

by Major Jeff Tasseron

MILITARY MANNING AND 
THE REVOLUTION IN SOCIAL AFFAIRS1
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THE FORCE REDUCTION PLAN

W ithin the fiscally-constrained Department of
National Defence of the 1990s, the idea that man-

power difficulties would dominate a significant portion
of the post-millennial strategic agenda would have
seemed ludicrous.  Faced with serious funding chal-
lenges, the DND debate of the day was almost totally
focused on budget reductions.  With a Human Resource
(HR) personnel allocation of nearly $5.4 billion,5 and
confronting the first round of what would become a
chronic equipment recapitalization shortfall, massive
cuts in personnel spending were already in progress.  

The primary vehicle for these reductions was the
Force Reduction Plan (FRP), a broad, relatively
unstructured process under which large numbers of per-
sonnel were offered generous terms to leave the CF
early.  Financially, the plan was intended to achieve a
quick-hit dollar return by slashing the personnel budg-
et — in theory, reducing numbers by 25 percent meant
(roughly) $1.0 billion to use for other things.
Unfortunately, a good portion of the ‘savings’ was con-

sumed in other areas before it could be spent.  For
example, significant sums were expended on buyouts
for personnel whose relatively short periods of service
had not yet allowed the CF to recoup its training invest-
ment.  This meant that behind the immediate dollar sav-
ings lurked an enormous write-off of sunk costs — real
money that the Forces had already spent and, therefore,
could not use elsewhere. 

Structurally, the adverse effect of the FRP can be
expressed using the analogy of ‘dollar-cost averaging’,
which balances relative risk with the rate of return by
spreading stock acquisition in a measured fashion over a
given period of time.  In the context of military man-
ning, one might say that a continuous and sustained
investment in people accepts that short-term inefficien-
cies (oversupply) may occur, but that a stable, long-term
return (sufficient trained, experienced personnel with an
appropriate age distribution) is guaranteed.  By unload-

ing its stock (in people) all at once for the quick dollar
return, the CF was abandoning its customary process of
‘people-cost averaging’ and was, in effect, speculating
that the labour market would not present an adverse
challenge in the near-term.

Of course, almost exactly the opposite occurred.
As the economy began to pick up, the 10-year unem-
ployment high among the recruitable youth cohort fell,
thereby placing the Forces in a more difficult competi-
tive position with respect to recruiting.6 To add insult
to injury, the internal perception of employment insta-
bility coupled with an increasingly attractive civilian
labour market to turn the initial ‘controlled’ personnel
reduction into an unsustainable attrition rate among
critical skill sets in a very short time.  In the early years
of the decade, the push to draw down the size of the
Forces made a flat or declining enrolment rate seem
desirable.  But the risk-reduction process did not ade-
quately consider the potential impact of variations in
supply and demand in context of the long time lines
needed to bring people into the system.  As shown in
Figure 1, the belated attempt to recover from even a

short period of artificially
reduced recruiting was unable to
fully stem the attrition rate.
With the Forces already behind
the HR ‘power curve’, the grow-
ing economy began to produce a
strong second-order effect
beginning in 1998, and the gap
between intake and outflow
again started to increase.7

To be fair, it is unreasonable
to conclude that the CF was the
sole architect of this situation.
In the context of severe budget-
ary restrictions coupled with
overwhelming political and
social pressures to realize the
‘peace dividend’ all at once, one
might argue that the significantly
s t r o n g e r - t h a n - a n t i c i p a t e d
upswing in the economy merely
accentuated the adverse effect of

a series of events that were already in train, and were, in
any case, beyond the control of the Forces.  The net
result, however, was that in a space of less than three
years8 the CF went from paying qualified individuals to
leave (including some still under their initial period of
obligatory service), to the point where it was suffering
such acute shortages that it had to consider curtailing
operations.  It even began offering directed bonus pro-
grammes9 in an attempt to keep remaining personnel, an
anathema to many of the senior leaders of the CF. 

THE AGE/EXPERIENCE SKEW

T he financial and structural faults of the Force
Reduction Plan were accompanied by an additional

demographically adverse outcome: in general, the FRP
was not effective in targeting the correct age spectrum
within occupational categories.  This was the unintend-
ed result of the Department’s effort to ‘do right’ by its
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Figure 1: Attrition vs. Intake (Combined Officer / NCM)
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personnel by making the process of reductions within
overborne occupational areas largely voluntary.  As shown
in Figure 2, the result has been a large and very prob-
lematic skew in the distribution of ‘Years of Service’ for
both Officers and NCMs.10  Instead of using the FRP as
a means of smoothing the manning distribution toward
the ‘Ideal Profile’ — away from mid-career, relatively
expensive and generally overborne personnel and
towards the already-developing shortfall in junior per-
sonnel — exactly the opposite occurred. 

In the absence of specific qualifying restrictions
based on years of service, it seems self-evident that
mid-career members with families, significant financial
obligations, and an established investment in the organ-
ization would be less likely to take a short-term buyout
than young, early career personnel facing the prospects
of a declining military in a booming economy.
Unfortunately, lacking a timely and selective means
within the FRP to control the outflow, once the over-
shoot became evident it was too late to correct.

In this instance, the CF was very much the sole
architect of the problem.  The concept of an ‘ideal pro-
file’ for the distribution of years of service is not merely
a convenient statistical tool — it is also a tangible reflec-
tion of the distribution of experience and relative mili-
tary value among CF personnel.  The Canadian Forces
relies almost completely on internal development
processes to produce specialized labour; it cannot
approach the civilian market directly for personnel with
military-unique skill sets.  But the requirement for a high
degree of specialization is a double-edged sword.  On
one hand, it can work to the Forces’ advantage by bind-

ing individuals to a defence-centric career path, thereby
assuring a reasonably stable pool of labour.  Conversely,
it challenges the CF’s ability to remain flexible in terms
of its employment policies.  If the organization begins to
hemorrhage people, it is very difficult to hire more of the
particular type it so desperately needs. 

The military mitigates this risk by positioning itself
as a long-term employer, which has the effect of retain-
ing a relatively ‘fat’ organization in terms of its func-
tional specialties.  But if the military becomes relative-
ly overborne in mid-career personnel, a log jam of rank
progression occurs that severely limits upward move-
ment for junior personnel, thereby accentuating the
retention problem and damaging the Forces’ ability to
train and develop its people in positions of ever-increas-
ing responsibility.11 

Though the adage “good economies make bad mili-
taries” is unlikely to be proven false anytime soon, it is
difficult to shift all of the blame onto changes in the
economic environment.  In essence, the CF’s primary
short-term response to the budget crisis (attempting to
free up capital through personnel reductions) was prob-
ably about the least effective approach from any stand-
point except the purely political, and did little to stem
the tide of platform and capability obsolescence that
continues to the present.  The reduction process fol-
lowed was insufficiently flexible to deal with (and in
some cases actually accentuated) the problem of unan-
ticipated attrition among critical specialties.  Finally, by
contributing to an uneven distribution of age and expe-
rience within the organization, the already worrisome
rate of short-term attrition (2 to 5 years) was joined by
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a ticking time bomb in the medium term, as the rela-
tively under-borne age brackets (the ‘FRP Effect’ area)
reach their point of most likely departure in the 2010-
2014 time frame.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIAL DESTINY

A ll things being equal, attempting to defer the prob-
lem until 2014 might seem like a reasonable risk.

After all, in the case of a poor or unstable economic sit-
uation, a larger-than-anticipated mid-career continua-
tion rate may allow the FRP age distribution problem to
solve itself.  But even ignoring that the military career

flow functions as a pipeline (requiring a certain mini-
mum influx of personnel to keep open), there is an addi-
tional demographic distribution challenge looming on
the horizon that makes deferring action a very impru-
dent approach. 

In and around 2014, the Canadian medium-growth
projection shows the proportion of 17- to 24-year olds
beginning to decline as a percentage of population.12

Though real numbers remain stable at about 3.5 million
(split approximately evenly between males and
females), the internal composition of the demographic is
shifting away from the traditional recruiting base13 and
towards a more ethnically diverse population.  This is
because immigration has taken over as the primary con-
tributor to the population base.  Among the 17- to 24-
year old target group, this translates into an increase in
the proportion of visible minority representatives from
about 9 percent of the total recruitable cohort in 2000 to
over 24 percent by 2016.  In real numbers, it means that
by 2016, almost 1 million of the approximately 3.5 mil-
lion potentially suitable military candidates will be
members of a visible minority group. 14

Given that the CF has traditionally recruited dispro-
portionately from the supply of white, anglophone
males,15 the ongoing demographic shift makes the cur-
rent adverse manning situation all the more disquieting.
Recruiting results for FY99/00 and 00/01 were disap-
pointing at best,16 and if the Canadian Forces continues
to undershoot its intake targets (as is very likely, given
the large numbers required), the effect of the FRP
‘age/experience skew’ will extend significantly beyond
the next 3 to 6 years.  It is probably not possible to state

objectively whether the CF has already passed the point
of no return,17 but there is a common intuition in many
operational communities that short-term remedies to halt
attrition will be inadequate to address the larger systemic
problems presented by too few bodies of the right type.  

The worrisome trained-strength projection rein-
forces the argument that recruiting from a diverse popu-
lation base is not just a ‘nice to have’ in terms of being
able to better reflect Canada’s demographic composition,
but an absolute necessity if the CF is to have any hope of
meeting its longer-term intake requirements.  During his
tenure as Chief of the Defence Staff, General Baril

repeatedly made the point that
one of the fundamental drivers
of his expressed policy on gen-
der and visible minority inclu-
siveness was his desire to be
able to select from the full range
of high quality people within the
recruitable cohort, instead of
simply the traditional white male
group.  It is now clear that even
this eminently reasonable propo-
sition does not go far enough.
Simply put, if the CF cannot
solve its recruiting difficulties in
non-traditional demographic
groups, its ability to remain a
militarily effective entity will
likely be threatened long before

any significant political or societal backlash arises over
poor visible-minority inclusiveness. 

‘GEN Y’ — THE TARGET MARKET

T o best determine how to attract the right people for
the job (thereby targeting its resource-limited

recruiting efforts appropriately and effectively), it is
essential that the CF have an adequate understanding of
who those people might be.  As stated in a monograph
from the Strategic Studies Institute examining the
effects of ‘Generation X’ on the US Army Officer corps,
“Understanding generational differences will become
even more critical with three unique generations in the
officer corps.”18 The same statement applies to the CF
without respect to rank; since self-selection into the
military tends to homogenize the group as a whole, the
increasing education levels, technical skills and man-
management abilities seen within the NCM population
is blurring the line between commissioned and non-
commissioned service sufficiently that a broad general-
ization is probably acceptable.  

The need to better understand the target market of
recruitable youth (visible minority and otherwise) has
also been highlighted by DND-commissioned research.
The “2000 DND Canadian Forces Reputation Analysis”
survey points out that it is insufficient for the CF to base
its social evaluation on those who visit recruiting
offices, stating that:

[they] represent a small percentage of the popu-
lation when one considers those who fit within
the target range.... A greater understanding ...
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Figure 3: Projected Trained Strength
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would likely enhance the Forces’ ability to
recruit and increase the percentage of the popu-
lation who actually get to the recruitment
offices.19

Unfortunately, despite a wealth of literature on the
‘Baby Boomer/Generation X’ social transition,20 there is
a relative paucity of solid, research-based information
on ‘Generation Y’.  This is not surprising.  Literature on
Gen X only began to appear in significant quantities in
the early and mid-1990s, the point at which they became
‘important’ to the preceding generation.21 Nevertheless,
there is a good range of circumstantial and proxy evi-
dence of generational differences which, when com-
bined with existing subjective and admittedly stereotyp-
ical analysis sources,22 can be used to paint a reasonably
complete and intuitively compelling profile of Gen Y.
In addition to these social group-specific sources, the
traditional proxy indicators of generational change —
statistics on birth rates, wedlock, crime, income,
employment, institutional trust, etc. — offer sufficient
data to round out the picture.

With respect to the new recruiting, socialization and
employment challenges presented by members of Gen Y,
one could probably fill an entire graduate course just by
watching the interactions between serving members and
15- to 19-year olds on any given day at the bus stop in
front of National Defence Headquarters.  In current
Canadian social literature, the “value tribe affiliation”23

concept probably best describes this collision.  The pre-
vailing CF demographic of 34-to 50-year old senior
officers and NCMs falls squarely into the “traditional
values” quadrant of the socio-cultural map, while the
ranks of pierced, indifferently dressed teenagers tend to
fall along the sub-x-axis continuum between “personal
experience” and “autonomy”.  According to Environics,
the last five years have seen upper quadrant (generally
older) tribes exhibiting signs of increasing acceptance
of violence in society, aversion to complexities in life,
and aimlessness.  Lower quadrant (younger) tribes are
showing increased rejection of order, pursuit of happi-
ness to the detriment of duty, de-emphasis of social and
family connections, and diminished concern over finan-
cial and future outlook.24 

This “value tribe” interpretation is consistent with
the expressed stereotypical characteristics of Gen Y.
Where Gen X is often described as ‘driven’, Gen Y seems
to be embracing a more internally self-aware, less future-
focused demeanor.  Accustomed to a time-compressed,
fast-forward environment, Gen Y is increasingly jaded
and in need of continual stimulus.  This reality is sym-
bolized by the ‘remote control’ metaphor: Generation Y
expects continual change and is used to a fragmented,
piecemeal focus — a state of affairs that they tolerate by
exercising an increased (and sometimes extreme) degree
of control over their personal environment.25 

Though Generation Y affects a “been there, done
that” attitude, they are in fact comparatively sheltered
and remarkably risk averse.  This can be seen in their
less hostile, less nihilistic attitudes, though these tend
to be masked by a certain cynicism and generally
untrusting nature.  A strong proxy correlation can be

made between these attitudes and the changing social
environment of the 1990s, which saw exceptionally
favourable economic conditions accompanied by
diminishing rates of violent crime, and decreases and
slowdowns in rates of divorce and illegitimacy.26

THE CHALLENGES OF ‘VIRAL’ SOCIAL
CHANGE

F ukuyama describes this as evidence of the “re-norm-
ing” of society, or the reconstitution of a social

order that has been in upheaval since the mid-1960s.
This viewpoint is significant, because it implies that
while it may be convenient to think of individuals or
groups in terms of stereotypical generational labels,
what is really happening is not the emergence of a new
‘kind’ of person, but the first flowering of a new social
construct.  Indeed, if one accepts that the primary deter-
minants of the characteristics of a given culture are the
beliefs and values of its constituent members, then one
must also accept that the influence of ‘Gen Y thinking’
may extend beyond the simple age-linked groupings and
into adjoining populations.  The idea that Gen Y is not
just a stereotypical description of the recruitable cohort,

but is also indicative of an emerging social construct
both simplifies and complicates the human resource
problem facing the Department.

From a positive standpoint, the idea that society is
in the midst of a vast, generational transformation
begun with the ‘Boomers’ and concluding with Gen Y
implies that an end to continuous upheaval is in sight.
If this concept holds true (and there is statistical evi-
dence of increasing stability), the changes that the
Forces will have to institute in order to recruit and
retain future personnel will most likely enjoy an
increased degree of internal acceptance as well.  Most
importantly, this acceptance will likely be largely inde-
pendent of age and experience.  Generally speaking, the
idea that real change will have to wait out the departure
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of the ‘old guard’ will likely be proven erroneous, as
current trends lead to new or revised societal norms that
enjoy wide acceptance.  It will likely be some time
before the afternoon rush at 1630 hours in front of
NDHQ includes male colonels with pierced ears, but the
seeds of an attitudinal change separating personal
appearance from military effectiveness have already
been sown.

Conversely, the existence of an ongoing social
reorientation of such power and subtlety substantially
raises the stakes for the Canadian Forces in terms of the
consequences of failure.  Within complex systems, true
disasters rarely manifest themselves as simple, linear
cause-and-effect chains — it usually takes an intricate
set of interactions that build upon and reinforce one
another until a complete breakdown becomes virtually

inevitable.27 In the realm of CF human resource man-
agement, these interactions are already occurring.  The
FRP collides with a growth economy to produce unex-
pected rates of attrition and acute personnel shortfalls.
Changes in the demographic composition of the
recruitable cohort combine with potential immigrant
attitudes towards the military to render the CF unpalat-
able as a career choice.  Gaps in age and experience are
set to affect the military most heavily just as the effects
of the aging population begin to be felt.  It is impossible
to say how many more of these interactions will be
required to cause the foundation to begin to slide, but it
is reasonably certain that any significant recruiting or
training production shortfalls over the next several
years will place the Forces in a very tenuous position
with respect to its ability to meet its current mandate. 

In any case, whether one regards the evidence of
wholesale generational change to be indicative of a
broad social phenomenon, or merely an echo of the
value affiliations of the newly emerging Gen Y sub-cul-
ture, the immediate and practical problem of how to
attract 17-to 24-year olds into the service and retain
them long enough that their employment is economical
and militarily useful remains daunting.  Gen Y charac-

teristics of cynicism, a short-term, personally-bounded
focus, and a relatively primitive, detached emotional
context all have significant implications for the mili-
tary.  The CF, in everything from its recruit advertising
to its internal systems of rank progression and career
management, is designed for long-term stability (often
at the expense of short-term efficiency).  This means
that many of the Forces’ fundamental institutions are
acutely vulnerable to the target cohort’s notion of
career impermanence and lack of long-term focus or
commitment.28 

Gen Y’s malleable or indistinct concept of ‘loyalty’,
especially weak towards abstract concepts such as ‘per-
sonal service in support of the shared good’, can proba-
bly be viewed as an offshoot or evolution of Gen X dis-
illusionment.  Early effects of this can already be seen

in the rising CF attrition rate.  As early as
1999, improvements in basic pay rates
more or less re-positioned military service
in a position of financial parity with other
government jobs, surpassing the civil sec-
tor in all but a small number of specialized
career fields.  Notwithstanding the com-
monly-held notion that pay was one of the
significant dissatisfiers for serving mem-
bers (and by extension both an incentive to
consider departure and a potential obstacle
to entry), exit surveys continued to con-
firm that conditions of service and family
issues accounted for nearly 50 percent of
attrition.29 

This may seem difficult to reconcile in
light of the contention that Gen Y thinking
is a harbinger of wider social transforma-
tion.  If risk-averse self-absorption is
indeed a characteristic Gen Y value, a
plausible argument might be made that this
should lead to more stability-seeking

behavior and a reduced propensity to leave stable situa-
tions of employment.  In this particular case, the demon-
strated Gen Y willingness to factor personal desires into
decision making (as long as basic needs are not threat-
ened) means that exchanging absolute financial stability
for an improved quality of life30 is in fact an expression
of enhanced personal control — an outcome that is per-
fectly congruent with the value-affiliation model.

There is significant evidence that this mind set is
becoming well-established, even among extra-Gen Y
military groupings.  In younger personnel, it manifests
itself in an increased reluctance to pursue advancement
aggressively.  Traditional motivating factors of
increased social status (through rank) and enhanced
responsibilities (through command and other key posi-
tions) are no longer sufficient incentives to spur pro-
gression.  The net result is that increasing numbers of
officers and NCMs are eschewing long-term personal
commitments to training and career upgrading in favour
of shorter-term, satisfying work that allows a greater
degree of personal autonomy.31 Even among mid- and
senior-level personnel, upper right quadrant values of
security and stability are in some measure giving way
to an increased interest in personal fulfillment and the
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pursuit of new experiences; witness the burgeoning
interest and participation in subsidized educational
opportunities.

To this point, the impact of Gen Y on the military
has been expressed in somewhat subtractive terms, with
new values and perspectives rendering old structures
and beliefs obsolete.  This, however, is not a one-way,
zero-sum relationship.  Some ‘legacy’ organizational
structures and beliefs undoubtedly need deconstruction,
and some that languish undeservedly can be raised up to
a higher profile as the internal culture becomes less
inimical to their existence.  

In the cause of gender equality, certain prevailing
social characteristics of Gen Y may in fact contribute in a
more material way to the inclusion of women in the mili-
tary than have successive ham-fisted, quasi-legislative
attempts to drive wider acceptance.  Though self-absorbed
individualism is not generally thought of as a positive
attribute, there is some evidence that it contributes to a
leveling of perceived gender differences among young
people.  Indicators of this can be found everywhere from
the rising incarceration rate of violent female offenders to
patterns of common speech, in which traditionally gender-
specific terms (‘wimp’, ‘bitch’, etc.) are applied in an
increasingly gender-independent manner.  There would be
a certain appropriate irony should the social difficulties in
assimilating Gen Y recruits into the military be counter-
balanced by an increasing gravitation of women towards
traditionally male-dominated roles.

Notwithstanding signs of positive internal change
and the increasing possibility that generational shifts
can contribute to improvements in the quality of the
military culture, there is little doubt that the perception
of the military among the Gen Y group is a problem.
Reputational survey data suggests that among young,
well-educated Canadians, no more than 35 percent
agreed that the CF represented a good career choice,
with about the same number disagreeing strongly.32 A
positive correlation between lower income and educa-
tion and military acceptance clearly indicates that the
CF has some way to go towards establishing itself as
“the employer of choice” among the most educated
members of the youth population.  From the jaded,
stimulus-seeking, time-bounded goal perspective of
Gen Y,33 the perception of the military as a supplier of
unchanging jobs with diffuse reward and progression
structures and an authoritarian environment is increas-
ingly being rejected as a legitimate career possibility.
In this regard, increasing racial diversity over time
adds yet another layer of complexity to the problem.

‘SELLING’ THE CANADIAN FORCES

Building upon the preceding survey of Gen Y values
and expectations, various options for how the CF

might seek to present itself as an attractive employment
alternative become apparent.  There should be no illu-
sions about how to approach this exercise: in very real
terms, recruiting and retaining the force of tomorrow is
as much an exercise in behavioral manipulation as any
corporate advertising campaign.  Given the magnitude
of the human resource challenge, it is increasingly clear

that the military must apply at least the same level of
effort and psychological insight to solving its intake
problems as it expends on internal training and social-
ization.  In short, the military must be ready and able to
deploy the same powerful techniques that Coca-Cola
has used to turn flavored, carbonated water into a glob-
al cultural icon, and it must do this with a vigor and
commitment equal to that which it brings to its real-
world military operations.

Theories of motivation and need are particularly
germane to the problem of marketing the military
because they factor so strongly in determining the over-
all success of recruiting and eventual retention.  If one
accepts that the military is above all a social construct,
understanding the behavioral motivators and desires of
individuals allows the Forces to better tailor its adver-
tising products, in turn allowing it to materially improve
its performance relative to competing interests.34

Though Maslow’s theories have been to some extent
supplanted by more sophisticated analysis, a simple
reinterpretation of the “Hierarchy of Needs” in the con-
text of Gen Y society can offer useful insights upon
which to base the Department’s efforts.

Physiological needs form the basis of Maslow’s
hierarchy.  While the CF is unlikely to make much
recruiting headway by promising sufficient food on the
table and a roof over every head in this time of relative
plenty, there are a number of other physiological

virtues to which it might appeal.  As might be conclud-
ed by the sobriquet ‘Nintendo Generation’, Gen Y is
commonly viewed as a stimulus-seeking, high-affect
social group.  If the continuing growth in the populari-
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ty of so-called ‘thrill-sports’ is any indication, a signif-
icant portion of the Gen Y population is likely to
demonstrate a certain affinity for appeals to physical
sensation — witness the recruiting tent (usually accom-
panied by various lethal and impressive pieces of mili-
tary equipment), which is a notable feature at many US
college-level sporting events. 

Recruiting in this manner is doubly discomfiting in
the CF context, primarily because it represents a base
appeal to the ‘lower senses’, but also because of our cul-
tural reluctance to popularize or glamorize the military
endeavor.  In this regard, it must be remembered that the
images and intellectual content that will most effective-
ly shape and motivate behavior among the target cohort
may not be the same set regarded as particularly com-
pelling (or even acceptable) by the directing organiza-
tion.  This can be a substantial internal cultural barrier
to overcome.  At the end of the day, pragmatism must
win out — the CF must recognize and act upon the real-
ity that for a significant subset of the suitable popula-
tion, the type of pleasure derived by demolishing a tar-
get with automatic weapons fire or driving a tank
through a wall can be a powerful motivator of both
interest and long-term loyalty.35 

With respect to basic safety needs, the Gen Y intima-
tion of ‘manifest destiny’ continues to be challenged by an
ever-changing social dynamic.  Though Gen Y is change-
habituated, it is no more accepting or appreciative of
upheaval than previous generations.  In a world where tra-
ditional occupations are increasingly under siege and the
value of formal education is seriously limited by the pace
of technology, a strong message of ‘enlightened tradition-
alism’ that highlights the protective or sheltering role of
the military is probably suitable.  As well, the springboard
status of the military as a gateway to future success
(added value) can be a powerful attractor.  

In the current tight job market, education and a broad
range of life skills have taken on new importance as guar-
antors of personal security,36 particularly to a generation
who have seen the effects of industrial downsizing on
specialist Gen X and Baby Boomer populations.  The mil-
itary desirability of a flexible and well-educated work-
force is one area where the CF is making some headway.
Recent internal RMA work focusing on the post-2010
period dwells at some length on how DND could engage
in low-cost reforms to achieve enhanced career, learning
and service flexibility in a manner that is consistent with
and supportive of this particular social trend.37

After the Second World War, large numbers of
returning service personnel brought traditional military
organizational models into the world of business where
they endure to the present day in the form of bureau-
cratic, hierarchical control structures.38 The associa-
tion between ‘military efficiency’ and corporate suc-
cess translates into an increased appreciation for the
intrinsic value of social and group affiliations.  The
association between sports and military activity is only
one example of this prevalent belief.  Unfortunately for
the CF, the strength of the association between the mil-
itary organizational model and success has suffered
immensely from poor public perception in areas rang-

ing from quality of equipment to operational effective-
ness to cultural suitability.  In a classic illustration of
the “build a thousand bridges...” proverb, even as the
CF was acquitting itself honorably in domestic opera-
tions such as flood relief, it faced renewed rounds of
criticism in the media for being a paper tiger with no
credible combat capability.

It now falls to the military to re-emphasize the value
of social and group affiliations by establishing a credi-
ble association between military service culture and
desirable groups.  In the Gen Y cultural lexicon, the
most potent group affiliation images include celebrity,
youth, advanced technology, and economic fulfillment
and freedom.39 This has clear implications for the CF
recruiting effort, which must take great care to ensure
that the image projected by the Forces’ front-line repre-
sentatives remains consistent with the most desirable
group affiliations.40 It cannot be a hollow presentation,
either; the Gen Y demographic is cynical and canny.  If
the military cannot supply open and liberal working and
living conditions that support and reinforce the premise
under which Gen Y personnel joined, then the problem
is not solved, only deferred.  

This is yet another area where a clear break with the
practices of the past is required.  As Anthony Kellett
notes in his work on recruit assimilation and socializa-
tion, the CF falls short in its ability to “live up to” the
promise held out by the recruiting centre and reinforced
by basic training.41 Though recent study sources are in
short supply, work done in the 1950s and 1970s indicat-
ing ineffective socialization of recruits (described in
Kellett as “a brief ‘regimental catechism’ following
recruiting”) seems to have had little impact on current
practice.  A subjective assessment of the situation today
shows little change.

As with the dividing line between physiological and
safety needs in the Gen Y context, it is difficult to make
a clear distinction between social/group needs and self-
esteem.  Along with the need for the military to rejuve-
nate its role and image within civil society comes the
accompanying requirement to cultivate and communi-
cate a special or elite status for CF members.  Again,
rhetoric and spin are insufficiently compelling
approaches.  It is not enough to sell potential recruits on
the concept of belonging to a winning team; they must
be able to live it as well.  This will take bold action: the
physical and social image of the military must be over-
hauled to conform to Gen Y (and others’) expecta-
tions.42 Accomplishing this will require review and
revitalization of everything from uniforms to physical
standards and internal norms of conduct to external rela-
tions with Canadian society.  

Although this sounds like an impossible job, there
are some signs that it is already occurring.  Recent
changes to dress regulations have moved to relax some
elements of personal grooming to allow a more hetero-
geneous appearance.  The difficult budget situation con-
tinues to drive the reorientation of the Forces’ personnel
structure from a bureaucratic to an operational focus,
with an attendant impact on force composition.  Even
the ‘Clothe the Soldier’ project is contributing to image
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reform with the introduction of disruptive camouflage
patterns to field elements.  This ‘remilitarization
process’, though largely an unintended side effect of
many unrelated initiatives, is an important step in re-
establishing a unique image for the CF.  The best poten-
tial recruits from the Gen Y population are not interest-
ed in joining an organization where they will have to
wear ill-fitting wool pants, a tie, and work in cubicles.
They will flock to the military to avoid that very fate, if
the organization is able to convincingly demonstrate
that it offers an acceptable alternative.

The final step of Maslow’s hierarchy, self-actualiza-
tion, is probably less germane to the recruiting chal-
lenge but is implicated in the equally problematic reten-
tion situation.  In this area, Gen Y does not appear to
exhibit any significant difference from Gen X (or from
any other self-aware population, for that matter).  At the
end of the day, most people, regardless of culture or
generation, long to feel satisfied with their efforts.  The
desire to do noble, useful work in the service of a good
cause, and to be able to live well from this labour is
probably as close to a universal self-actualizing need as
can be imagined.

A SELF-ACTUALIZING MILITARY SOCIETY?

Self-actualization can be a difficult goal to justify with
reference to the military, simply by virtue of the brutal

realities of war and violence.  In the opinion of the philoso-
pher Hegel,43  nations need war (or at least the sacrifice of
their citizens) because the nation is maintained through the
emotional unity of the citizenry, and because nothing
cements this unity more decisively than war.  But, in
Western military institutions, war and violent nationalism
are no longer acceptable as self-actualizing motivators.
Instead, personal development coupled with functional and
ethical excellence must replace the ‘world view’ exempli-
fied by a young German Freikorpsmann, who wrote, short-
ly after the First World War, “People told us that the war was
over.  That made us laugh.  We ourselves are the War.”44 

Though a daunting challenge, the process of re-making
organizations and even cultures has ample historical prece-
dent.  In modern business mythology, the reshaping of com-
panies such as 3M and Xerox into world-leading centres of
research and business innovation are only two examples
where organizations have broken free from restrictive ways
of operating to forge new ground.  The “new nationalism”
that overtook Japan in the closing days of the 19th century
in the form of State Shinto is another.  Described by
Hardacre as a “daring attempt at social engineering,”45

State Shinto established Bushido as the ethical foundation
for the entire nation.  Emphasizing a martial spirit, as well
as athleticism, filial piety, honesty and ‘obligation’,
Bushido standards became the widely held ideal within the
pre-war Japanese culture.46 

This is not to say that it would be possible or even
desirable to implement Bushido within the CF.
Certainly, the example of State Shinto in Japan is also a
powerful cautionary tale of how broad ideological
reorientation efforts can go horribly awry, particularly
when social theory is suborned by realpolitik.
Nevertheless, the idea that organizations can success-

fully engage in significant internal cultural re-engineer-
ing, and that this can occur along very fundamental
moral and ethical lines, rather than simply lines of self-
interested rationalism, challenges the Canadian Forces
to meet a very high standard of performance as it moves
to reform and revitalize itself in the coming years.

CONCLUSION

W ith some signs that the resurgence of nationalism
and tribal identity are at least in part being fueled

by the reaction against globalization and Western mass
culture,47 the time is ripe to fuse new insights on mod-
ern organizational structures with the mechanics of
motivational theory into a unified approach to recruit-
ing, socializing, training, and employing the next gener-
ation of warriors.  Though historical examples may offer
some lessons on how this might be accomplished, an
enhanced understanding of how civil and military soci-
eties can and will interact in the future remains the key
to this problem.  As Kipp notes in his socially-oriented
recasting of the traditional RMA perspective:

The core issue in this debate is the relationship
between war and society.  The unrelenting pace
of technological innovation, fundamental shifts
in the subject and organizations of production,
the vast recasting of institutions, and rapid shifts
in social values raise the prospect of a self-
organizing, adaptive society in a state of becom-
ing, making the current era truly revolutionary...
How military institutions might adapt to these
challenges is at the very core of the discussion
of the revolution in military affairs.  It is here
that technological and social change meet.48

From this standpoint, the impetus for change should
be quite clear.  For unlike the case in previous genera-
tional and social re-formulations, the ongoing ‘Great
Disruption’ has profound implications for the CF.
Failure to adapt our organizational structures and mili-
tary social mind-set to meet the expectations of the
upcoming generation will not simply mean ‘more of the
same old thing’, but instead will likely see the gradual
dissolution of the military (at least in Canada).  This
dissolution will occur both in terms of the military’s
actual functional capability, and perhaps even more pro-
foundly in terms of its relevance as a worthy social
institution.  As Adams suggests in his work on the
effects of RMA technologies on command and control
organizations, “...something wholly new is going on... a
new order of things that is sweeping away the old order
whether we want it to or not.”49 Though Adams sug-
gests that the emergent properties of complex organiza-
tions will largely act independently to determine the
structure and composition of the new order, it still falls
very much to the military to guide this evolution to
properly meet societal needs.

In this regard, the social and organizational “inflec-
tion point”50 we see developing right now, both within
and outside of the military, represents a singular opportu-
nity for internal reform and revitalization.  At this junc-
ture, where many disparate elements affecting the future
success of the CF seem to hang in the balance, a relative-
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ly modest yet confident push can potentially drive a
reorientation of not only how the CF does its business in
the future, but how it views and presents itself as a model
hierarchy for a new society.  In this regard, the immense
challenges of the military manning problem, from
recruiting to socialization to employment, may have

come at precisely the right time, and may ultimately per-
mit the Canadian Forces to harness the power of the ‘rev-
olution in social affairs’ rather than be subjugated by it.
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NOTES

1. This paper is abridged from a longer work on
the CF manning situation, generational change and
motivational theory.
2. Ironically, the forces of wealth and social liber-
alism which shaped the Western agenda of the 1960s
could be considered a direct legacy of the Marshall
Plan: “The Second World War and its aftermath con-
firmed a trend ... (as) the redistribution of world
resources... was accompanied and succeeded by a
redistribution of culture and of values....”, Felipe
Fernandez-Armesto, Millenium, Toronto: Doubleday
Canada, 1995, p. 378.
3. Department of National Defence (VCDS/DDA),
Beyond 2020 – An RMA Primer.
4. Alvin and Heidi Toffler, War and Anti-War:
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Little, Brown and Company, 1993.
5. Strategic Human Resources Report, PMB 26
Oct 2000.  Note also that despite a reduction of over
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6. ibid.
7. ibid.
8. Military myopia over human resource pressures
was not confined to the CF. In 1998, the US DCOS
Personnel stated that the retention downturn was not
significant given the planned ‘drawdown’ rate.  Less
than 2 years later, the US Army Vice Chief of Staff
reported that if they were unable to reduce attrition
from its subsequent all-time high, they would be
unable to meet future requirements.
9. The ‘pilot get-well program’ is perhaps the
most notorious of these to date. 
10.  Strategic Human Resources Report, PMB 26 Oct 2000,
updated June 2001; FY98/99 data showing total numbers of
Regular Force Officers/NCMs vs. years of service.
11. The spectacle of the ‘14-year master-corporal’
is no longer confined to those individuals deemed
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certain areas have literally no chance to advance,
thereby tightening the spiral of dissatisfaction.
12. Statistics Canada, 91-541-XPE.
13. Described as “fit, 17-24 year old white males
from rural or non-metropolitan areas who have had pre-
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Applicant Profile, Technical Note 8/89.
14. T. Wait, Department of National Defence
DSHRC Research Note 2/01, January 2001.
15. This politically charged debate can probably be
summarized in terms of two extreme views: one, that
the CF is a bastion of white male supremacy that
throws up legislative, cultural and organizational bar-
riers to entry of all other groups, or two, that the CF
(despite its best efforts at internal reform) is by the
very nature of its business a profoundly undesirable
career choice for women and minority groups.
16. Adm HR(Mil), Fall 2000, updated June 2001. The
recruiting target is set at 7,000 inductees per year for the
next three years.  Since 1993, the CF has never enrolled
more than 3,100 each year in the Regular Force.
17. There is growing evidence that lack of person-
nel is adversely affecting military capability. For
example, one can cite the ‘cannibalization’ of HMCS
Huron, which was brought alongside and had her per-

sonnel reassigned among the rest of the fleet because
of manning shortfalls.
18. Leonard Wong, Generations Apart: Xers and
Boomers in the Officer Corps, Strategic Studies
Institute, US Army War College, SSI Publications and
Production Office, 2000, p. 25.
19. Praxis Public Strategies, Inc., 2000 DND
Canadian Forces Reputation Analysis, p. 51.
20. Generation X is loosely viewed as the body of
individuals born between 1965 and 1980; there is
some variation in the literature on the dates.
21. Gen X began to enter the workforce and social
organizations in significant numbers in the late 1980s.
We can expect the same situation to occur with Gen Y
in the next few years.
22. Surprisingly, the Catholic Church appears to be
devoting some significant attention to Gen Y – prob-
ably reflective of yet another organization seeking to
alleviate intense human resource pressures through
better intelligence.
23. Michael Adams, Sex in the Snow, Penguin
Books, 1997.
24. Environics Research Group & Crop Marketing
Research Opinion Surveys, 3SC Monitor 2000 &
Socio-Cultural Change in 2000, Fall 2000.
25. The recently amended CF dress policy demon-
strates a new degree of consideration for personal
appearance (including body-piercing).
26. Francis Fukuyama, The Great Disruption, New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1999. 
27. Kelly relates large organizations (such as mili-
taries) to engineered ecosystems, which may putter
along without intervention for some time, but tend to
fail spectacularly when a particular combination of
factors arises.  Kevin Kelly, Out of Control,
Cambridge, Ma.: Perseus Books, 1994, p. 194.
28. Douglas Coupland, Generation X: Tales for an
Accelerated Culture, New York: St. Martin’s Press,
1991, p. ii.  Note that the long-standing slogan of the
CF, “There’s no life like it”, has been quietly retired.
29. Blended Statistics from CFAIQ and ToL Survey
Products (1988-1999), Adm HR (Mil), Fall 2000.
Compensation ranked fourth on the list of reasons for
release, after ‘Conditions of Service’, ‘Career
Satisfaction’, and ‘Organizational Fairness’.
30. Coupland, p. 142.
31. This is not to say that the quality of the military
effort is necessarily poorer, or the emphasis on personal
and professional excellence weaker; rather, it is an indi-
cation that better balance between private and profession-
al life is not only more acceptable, but more desirable.
32. Praxis, 2000, p. 49.
33. Coupland, p. 34.  This adversity might yet be turned
to advantage if the CF were to aggressively explore
alternatives to the ‘life-long’ employment model.
Employing well-paid ‘term soldiers’ in high-intensity
career fields without the burden of future professional
development could pay for itself in terms of enhanced
operational flexibility.  For example, Sweden trains
conscripts to operate the Leopard tank or refuel and re-
arm its front-line fighter aircraft in about four months;
they then serve for up to two years (both in domestic
and foreign operations) and constitute a rich environ-
ment from which to select career soldiers. 
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Book Company Europe, 1994).
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year olds. CDLS London Sitrep 10/00.
37. Beyond 2010 (VCDS Group, Chap 6, The RMA
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